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Dear Dr Glowacz,
I am delighted to inform you that your manuscript, "High- but not low-intensity light leads to
oxidative stress and quality loss of cold-stored baby leaf spinach", is now accepted for publication in
the Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture. Within the next few days the corresponding
author will receive an email from Wiley’s Author Services system which will ask them to log in and
will present them with the appropriate license for completion. Your article cannot be published until
the publisher has received the appropriate signed license agreement.
The article will be published online within the next few days as an Accepted Article. This will be an
unedited version but will be fully citable and will constitute the paper’s official publication date.
Once the paper has been copy-edited and typeset you shall receive the proofs. Please check the
proof carefully and return any corrections. After any amendments have been made, the Accepted
Article will be taken down, and the final version will be published in Early View, before being
assigned to an issue.
If material from another publisher has been used, and you have not already done so, please provide
scanned copies of the Permissions form by emailing them to JSFAproofs@wiley.com.
The Permission Request form can be found at:
http://onlinelibrarystatic.wiley.com/central/prf/UKsprf.pdf
Now that your manuscript has been accepted for publication you have the option to publish your
article with open access so that it will be accessible to subscribers and non-subscribers of this
journal. Your article can be published OnlineOpen in return for a payment of an open access
publication fee (US$3000). You can complete the payment of the open access publication fee via the
OnlineOpen Form which you can find at:
https://authorservices.wiley.com/bauthor/onlineopen_order.asp
Thank you for your support and we look forward to seeing more of your work in the future.
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Dr Eduardo dos Santos Rosa
Associate Editor
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